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Hr is revolutionary. It works for the overthrow of the United States
H government by violence not simply the violence of firearms, but all

Hi manner of secret and treacherous criminality. If bombs cannot be

I'' hurled the I. W. W. will set fire to wheat fields or throw emery dust
H into farm or factory machines. And while they are secretly plotting
H these crimes their apologists whine at the street corners about being
K: ' denied free speech.
H j Mayor Hanson of Seattle urges that the I. W. W. and members
Hl j of similar organizations be declared outlaws. If statutes to that effect
H are passed we shall not be departing a. hair's breadth from our con--

H a stitution or from our traditional attitude toward free speech. Our
Hjj laws never have guaranteed anyone liberty to advocate sedition or
H crime. The sooner the brutalized and blood-lustin- g foreigners among
HI us .get this clearly into their minds the better for them and for us, in- -

H asmuch the American people, who understand their own laws and do
H not need instructions from the scum of Europe, are in no mood to
H pamper these pests as in the past.
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I; BAKER'S WILD WASTE.

is comparatively a safe conjecture that when the inside story ofITour war expenditures begins to be unfolded we shall hear a tale of
H waste and graft that will appall us. ,
H 'Already, of course, we have been informed of the millions squan- -

'' dered and grafted in shipyard and airplane construction, but these, in
Hi our opinion, will form but a small part of the total sums of which
HI the government has been fleeced or has fleeced itself.
H ' We have before our eyes the example of Fort Douglas. The
H '

trouble in that case has been the war department's change of mind
H Apparently the government could not make up its mind just what to
Hm do with Fort Douglas. It promised a number of things and began
V ' buildings to fit each new idea. When the war department shifted to
H another idea it ordered more and different construction. At one time
Hi the post was to be transformed into a great cantonment. Barracks
H and other buildings were constructed in conformity with that notion.
H Then an internment camp was decided upon and other buildings were
H constructed. Meantime the cantonment idea had gone to seed. The
H barrac.ks were being occupied only by occasional recruits.
H i About this time there was some talk of making the post a big
H '' quartermaster's depot. A little later we were promised a recon--

H struttion hospital. And each of these ideas resulted in new con- -

H struction.
H Now orders have come to discontinue all the work, which signifies
H that some $60,000 or $70,000 in hospital and other construction stops
H amid chaos.
V It is practically certain that Fort Douglas has not been Baker's
Hf only folly. The fantastic performance probably has been duplicated
H in many other cases, but naturally the government is not telling on
H itself.
H jf It is about time congress instituted an exhaustive investigation
H to take in all war expenditures so as to form comparisons between
H the money expended and the results accomplished. When the results
H are made known, we presume to predict, the administration will call

H on the League of Nations to enforce peace and domestic tranquillity.
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I GUARANTY FALLACY.

many unhappy experiences the bank guaranty plan hasAFTER in Utah and has been introduced to the legislature by no
H " less a solon than the esteemed George Dern. When the champions
H of the bill become vocal we shall hear the old arguments in favor of a
H scheme which, like many another scheme, contradicts its champions
H and their arguments when once it is put in operation.
H The chief argument is that a bank guaranty law not only in- -

H i sures payment to all depositors but does away with unsafe banking.
H j The truth is that it promotes unsafe banking and excessively taxes
H f sound and honest business men to pay for the delinquencies of those
H , who are lured into the banking business by the state's guarantee.
H

f
Oklahoma adopted such a law about ten ten years ago. We have

H not followed its operations closely, but from time to time our atten- -

.' f, ..

tion has been called to it. If we
.

are mistaken
.

in; the observations we
are about to make we desired to be corrected.

We have been told that the Oklahoma law had the effect of
drawing tavern keepers and others into the ranks of the bankers.
The wildcat banker placed over the door or on the window of his bank $ I
the legend : "Payment of all deposits is guaranteed by the state." So I

much trust did the people put in the state that they did not greatly I

care whether they deposited their money with a wildcat or asafe and
sane banker. At last accounts the very liberal reserve of the state of
Oklahoma, if we are rightly informed, was overdrawn about $140,000.

The Dern bill would create a guaranty fund of hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars annually, but if we should duplicate the Oklahoma
experience the fund would be insufficient. :

We have had some unfortunate banking in Utah, but we would
be very unwise were we to take refuge in the exploded bank guaranty
system. It has the effect of placing a premium upon unsound bank-
ing and penalizing the honest bankers to pay for those who are dis- -
honest.

We have not had an opportunity to study the Dern bill and neces-

sarily are speaking somewhat at random, but we are safe in advising
the legislators to make a thorough investigation of the experiences of
other states with bank guaranty laws. Our Democratic legislators
are the champion boomerang throwers of the intermountain states
and no one would be surprised if the bank guarantee fund should turn
out to be another of their boomerangs.

A FRENCH ATROCITY.

i
HUNS in parliament assembled were horrified to hear that Field

Foch, when fixing the new armistice terms, was
"brusque." The sensitive soul of Mathias Erzberger burned with cha-

grin, humiliation, bitterness and woe at this French atrocity. Erz-
berger had protested against the terms of the proposed armistice and
had found the commander-in-chie- f of the allied forces obdurate. He
continued to protest, "but Marshal Foch brusquely refused to make
any alteration and insisted upon the inclusion of a clause which gives
him power to promulgate any order to Germany at will."

Atrocious Marshal Foch ! With the utmost cruelty he makes
them take their own medicine. Like a barbaric potentate of the
orient he compels the treacherous foe to drink the poison intended
for him and his fellow Frenchmen.

In Belgium the German officers required the citizens to step
from the walk into the street and salute. They stole the wine, the
furniture, the crockery. They polluted the rooms of mansions and
castles. They burned, pillaged and murdered. If a Frenchman or a .

Belgian protested he was beaten or shot. Men and women were car-

ried away into slavery. Men and women were forced to advance un-

der the fire of their own people to form a screen for Hun troops.
These were German atrocities, but think how the German has

been outdone by ferocious Marshal Foch. He is treating the Ger- - U

mans brusquely.
$

Utah legislators are laughing at a reformer who writes urging
that a law be passed suggesting that all states be made of equal size.
Why laugh? The freak laws on the Utah calendars now are quite as
funny. Utah Solons should take a day off and laugh at themselves,
if they can do themselves justice in a day.
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Kerosene and Benzine are now popular bootlegger beverages in
Moscow. That's a hint as to one method of improving the brands
now dispensed in Salt Lake.

Lenine was held up and robbed by some of his own "comrades," s

who opined that they knew he would not object to being robbed by a
comrade. Evidently the Russians use ' ., word in the German, sense
of "Kamerad," meaning "to giveup"
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William Hale Thompson and Robert M. Sweitzer are running for I
mayor of Chicago on the republican and democratic tickets respective- -

t

B

ly.. It will be a great German victory either way. I


